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ABSTRACT
Objectives. To perform a pilot study investigating the presence of correlation between the different mean
tumor-associated leukocyte counts and the prognosis of colorectal cancer based on pathologic stage.
Methodology. A cross-sectional study, involving colorectal carcinoma cases in the Philippine General
Hospital from 2015-2016. Proportional allocation stratified random sampling was done, with pathologic
stage (AJCC 7th Edition) as the stratifying variable, collecting a total of 59 samples. Tissue sections from the
samples were evaluated for the different tumor-associated lymphocyte counts. Correlation coefficients
were computed to determine their correlation with pathologic stage as surrogate marker for prognosis.
Results. Of the myriad populations counted within and around the tumor mass, total lymphocyte, cytotoxic
T-cell (CD8+ T-cell), neutrophil, macrophage, and plasma cell populations have significant correlation
with pathologic stage as surrogate marker for prognosis of colorectal carcinoma.
Conclusion. The immune system appears to have a significant role in the natural history of colorectal
carcinoma. The tumor-infiltrating lymphocytic population and especially the CD8+ T-cell subset, neutrophils,
and macrophages are correlated with better prognosis. The same observation can be seen with the
peritumoral CD8+ T-cells, neutrophils, macrophages, and plasma cells.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently interest on the role of the immune system in
influencing prognosis of cancers is on the rise. It has been
noted several decades ago that the immune system did
have a role with cancer biology but interest receded. Today
with the advent of more cancer drugs and the possibility
of manipulating the immune system against the tumor
cells, interest on the interaction between the immune
system and cancer is on the rise. Local data regarding
these interactions can provide useful information on the
treatment and prognosis of Filipino cancer patients.
Over the course of the medical investigation of cancers,
the emphasis has been on the nature of the tumor cells.
Rightly so, a veritable caché of inherent characteristics
of the rouge cells determines the course of the disease.
A lot of therapeutic forays have been based on the results
of the studies of the tumor characteristics. The initial
chemotherapeutic agents were chosen on their ability
to destroy tumor cells with characteristic rapid mitotic
capability but with poor genetic proofreading and repair.
However, normal cells, likewise, can approach the same
velocity of cell replication in times of tissue repair or normal
turn-over. This rendered the first chemotherapeutic agents
very nonspecific and fraught with a lot of side-effects
bringing into limelight the discussion of the dichotomy of
quality versus length of life.
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Eventually, research opened up the possibility of having
therapeutic agents with lesser collateral tissue damage.
This was made possible with the discovery of protein
markers which are increased or mutated in tumor cells. A
degree of greater specificity was achieved by engineering
drugs which target the cells that express these markers.
Hence, the advent of monoclonal antibodies. As promising
as this technology may seem, the cancer cells possess
an impeccable resilience by adapting to the treatment
modality through myriad means – increase extracellular
drug transport, gain of new mutations, and circumvention
of apoptosis, among other things.
At the very beginning of the study on cancer biology, an
early postulate on the nature of cancer was summarized
with the “seed and soil hypothesis.” Today, an emerging
interest is seen for the study of, not the seed, but of the soil.
Cancer, like any disease, is an interplay of the pathogen
and the host. It is in this context that we would begin to
investigate the host response to cancer.
The tumor milieu is a complex environment. It rivals
the complexity of the offending tumor cells. In the
background environment, we see the body’s response to
and how it interprets the rogue cells. The immune system
does not appear to be ignorant of the presence of these
cancer cells since histologic assessment has seen immune
cells infiltrating the tumor environment. Several studies
have begun to investigate the significance of these cells
in the tumor environment. At the beginning of tumor
formation is an accompanying inflammatory response
that contributes to a pro-tumorigenic niche.1,2 This
protumorigenic niche is developed over time through
repetitive inflammation leading to accumulation of
immune cells. Eventually, their tissue repair functions
become maladaptive and the excessive response provides
a focus of tumor development or metastasis.1,2 On each
of the step of tumor growth and metastatic cascade, bone
marrow derived cells have been observed to influence the
tumor microenvironment as either susceptible or resistant
to tumorigenic growth.1 Although data on leukocyte
infiltration, especially lymphocytic cell line, has initially
shown mixed results; it would seem that further studies
have revealed that these monotonous mononuclear
lymphocytes are composed of distinct populations of
cytotoxic and suppressor lymphocytes, among others.3-5
It is beginning to show that the populations of these
cells rather than the general leukocyte population per se
influence the prognosis of the patient.6,7
As far as colorectal cancers are concerned, there are
several studies pointing out the significance of the
lymphocytic infiltration with regards to underlying
mechanism of tumorigenesis and the prognosis.8 In
fact, tumors arising from microsatellite instabilities tend
to create a colorectal carcinoma with a distinctly heavy
tumor lymphocyte infiltration and Crohn-like reaction
with lymphoid nodules.9 Several studies have also shown
the lymphocytic infiltration on colorectal carcinoma as
an independent prognostic factor. Some even find it a
stronger prognostic factor than TNM staging.10 More
recent studies have investigated into the subpopulations
of these lymphocytes to determine a sharper correlation
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with prognosis, especially on the T-cell population which
is inherently associated with cytotoxic immune response.6
A unique subpopulation of cytotoxic lymphocytes are
the natural killer cells (NK cells). They differ from the
T-cells in that they can attack cells with or without aid of
antibodies. They do this by targeting cells with depressed
expression of MHC class I molecules. NK cells have been
an established arm in immunologic tumor surveillance.
In recent studies, NK cell activity was shown to be
depressed during post-tumor resection presumably due
to “tissue stress.”11
Macrophages play an active role in tumors. In fact their
presence in the stroma of the tumor is dense to the point
that they may compose up to 30% of the total tumor mass.
These tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) represent
the source of most proteases and cytokines involved in
tumor growth. A study on intimate macrophage-tumor
cell interaction has been done where it is shown that the
TAMs aid during tumor intravasation in the process of
metastasis.11
The myeloid lineage contributes several granulocytes in
the circulating immune system. Of these, neutrophils and
eosinophils have been objects of interest as far as their
contribution to tumor growth is concerned. Early studies
on neutrophils appeared to show a protumorigenic
profile wherein they enhance angionesis and support
metastatic seeding. Recent studies however begin to
show contrasting results wherein tumor infiltrating
neutrophils appeared to blunt metastatic colonization of
the lung by breast carcinoma. In some other studies, the
lymphocyte:neutrophil ratio in the tumor has also been
suggested to be of prognostic import.11
There is no local data investigating the interplay
between tumor cells and immune response. All patient
care decisions have been based on studies of foreign
populations with the assumption that the results will
hold true for Filipinos. Observing the interplay of local
cancers and their hosts at the immunologic level can both
influence future patient care decision making and lay the
ground for future local studies into this subject. This study
wants to determine the presence of correlation between
the different tumor-associated leukocyte counts and the
pathologic stage as surrogate marker for the prognosis of
colorectal carcinoma.

METHODOLOGY
This is a pilot study investigating the correlation of
the different tumor-associated leukocyte counts with
pathologic stage as surrogate marker for prognosis of
colorectal carcinoma. The study was carried out as a
cross-sectional design, involving colorectal carcinoma
cases from the Philippine General Hospital during 20152016. There is a total of 230 colorectal carcinoma cases
with surgical resection specimens in the records filed by
organ-system for the years 2015-2016. The different cases
were grouped according to pathologic stage (AJCC 7th
edition) with the following count and proportion of the
cases in each stratum (Table 1).
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Table 1. The count and proportion of the different colorectal
carcinoma cases with surgical resection specimens for the years
2015-2016, and the number of samples for each statum taken
for the study
Stage
I

Sampled Population
Count
Proportion
29
12.61%

Count

Sample
Proportion

Table 2. The ranks used in the Spearman rank correlation
analysis of TAL counts with 5-yr observed survival rates of
the different colorectal cancer stages as surrogate marker
for prognosis
Rank
1

Stage
IVB

5-yr survival rate
9.7%

8

13.56%

2

IVA

15.2%

63

27.39%

16

27.12%

3

IIIC

46.9%

IIB

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

4

IIIB

70.3%

IIC

5

2.17%

2

3.39%

5

IIB

71.3%

IIIA

10

4.35%

3

5.08%

6

IIC

73.8%

IIA

IIIB

75

32.61%

18

30.51%

7

IIA

79.7%

IIIC

29

12.61%

7

11.86%

IVA
IVB

13
6

5.65%
2.61%

3
2

5.08%
3.9%

8
9

IIIA
I

85.4%
86.3%

The minimum sample was computed using G*Power 3.1
and at least 27 samples is needed for the study to achieve a
power of 0.80 and level of significance of 0.10 in detecting
presence of correlation with an effect size of ±0.40, i.e.,
coefficient of ρ>0 (one-tailed). Stratified random sampling
was done, with pathologic stage as the stratifying variable.
For each stratum, all cases were numbered from 1 to N,
and simple random sampling by random number method
using the random number generator function of Microsoft
Excel was employed. The number of samples taken per
stratum was proportional to that of the sampled population
of the study (Table 1).

This study is limited to samples of patients with colorectal
adenocarcinoma in our institution. Histologic variants
were not specified. Immunohistochemical stains were
done to assess the CD8+ and CD4+ T-cell subpopulations,
but without segregation of CD4+ T-cells into Th1 and
Th2 helper T-cells. No immunohistochemical staining for
B-cells were done. Macrophages were not segregated as
well into their M1 and M2 cytokine profiles. Neutrophils
were likewise not segregated into their N1 and N2
cytokine phenotypes.

The paraffin blocks and the tissue slides of the samples
were retrieved and reassessed. Hematoxylin and eosin
staining for the tumor sections were used to assess by light
microscopy, the intensity of the following tumor-associated
leukocytes (TALs): total lymphocytes, neutrophils,
eosinophils, and plasma cells. Additional tissue sections
were obtained from the paraffin blocks and were subjected
to immunohistochemical staining with CD4, CD8, CD56,
and CD68 to assess the population of CD8+ T-cells,
helper T-cells (CD4+ T-cells), NK cells, and macrophages,
respectively. Tumor-infiltrating leukocyte count were
recorded for each TALs by obtaining the average cell count
over 10 high power fields on the intratumoral areas more
than 1 low power field from the tumor border and with
at least 80% tumor within the field. Likewise, peritumoral
leukocyte count were recorded for each TALs by obtaining
the average cell count over 10 high power fields on the
peritumoral border within 1 low power field at the edge of
the deepest site of tumor invasion.

A total of 59 samples were included in the study. The
number of samples included per stratum is summarized
in Table 1.

Data analysis was done using Stata 15.1. The difference
between median tumor-infiltrating and peritumoral
counts of the different tumor-associated leukocytes was
evaluated using Wilcoxon sign-rank test. Spearman’s
rho correlation coefficients of the different TAL counts
and pathologic stage were computed and presence of
correlation is identified when the 90% confidence interval
did not intersect with the null value ρ = 0. It is noted that
the 5-year survival rate of stage IIIA is higher than stage
IIA, IIB, and IIC, as well as the 5-year survival rate of stage
IIC than IIB. Therefore, for the variable of pathologic
stage to be used as a surrogate marker for prognosis, the
ordered ranks of the different stages were coded following
an increasing 5-year survival rate (Table 2).

RESULTS

There were significant differences between the median
TAL counts present infiltrating the tumor from those at
the periphery of the tumor. This difference exists across
all populations of the enumerated TALs in the study.
More TALs are found at the periphery of the tumor than
within the tumor parenchyma (Table 3).
Table 3. The difference in counts (per hpf) of tumor-infiltrating
leukocytes and peritumoral leukocytes
Leukocyte
Total Lymphocyte

Tumor-infiltrating
Median
(IQR)
16.4
(16.1)

Peritumoral
Median
(IQR)

p-value*

31.1

(16.5)

<0.0001

CD4+ T-cell

5.5

(6.5)

15.7

(14.3)

<0.0001

CD8+ T-cell

8.5

(8.8)

25.0

(15.1)

<0.0001

NK Cell

0.3

(0.4)

0.5

(1.1)

<0.0001

Neutrophil

6.2

(8.0)

12.4

(16.6)

<0.0001

Eosinophil

0.2

(0.8)

2.2

(5.1)

<0.0001

Macrophage
Plasma Cell
*Wilcoxon Sign-Rank Test

7.0
1.7

(5.3)
(3.0)

15.2
9.5

(18.7)
(14.1)

<0.0001
<0.0001

Tumor-infiltrating total lymphocyte count has a positive
correlation with survival based on pathologic stage. The
more lymphocytes seen infiltrating the intratumoral
milieu, the better the prognosis the patient has
(Table 4 and Figure 1A). Similar observations were made
with tumor-infiltrating CD8+ T-cells, neutrophils, and
macrophages (Table 4, and Figures 1B to 1D).
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Table 4. Correlation coefficients of tumor associated leukocyte
counts (per hpf) with good prognosis (increasing 5-year
survival rates)
Leukocyte
Total Lymphocyte

Tumor-infiltrating
p
[90% CI]
*0.405
[0.207, 0.571]

Peritumoral
[90% CI]

*0.368

[0.165, 0.541]

[-0.092, 0.334]

-0.092

[-0.302, 0.127]

*0.419

[0.223, 0.582]

*0.324

[0.116, 0.505]

0.134

[-0.084, 0.341]

0.177

[-0.040, 0.379]

CD4+ T-cell

0.127

CD8+ T-cell
NK Cell

p

Neutrophil

*0.398

[0.199, 0.566]

*0.344

[0.138, 0.522]

Eosinophil

0.015

[-0.202, 0.231]

0.192

[-0.026, 0.392]

Macrophage
*0.372
Plasma Cell
0.157
*Presence of correlation, ρ>0

[0.169, 0.545]
[-0.062, 0.361]

*0.481
*0.586

[0.295, 0.631]
[0.423, 0.712]

At the peritumoral border of the deepest site of invasion of
the tumor, presence of positive correlation with prognosis
can be seen with total lymphocyte count, CD8+ T-cells,
neutrophils, macrophages, and plasma cells (Table 4
and Figures 2 to 3A). The more total lymphocytes, CD8+
T-cells, neutrophils, macrophages and plasma cells
seen bordering the deepest site of tumor invasion,
the better the prognosis of the patient. It is noted that
it is the abundance of plasma cells at the peritumoral
border that is correlated with prognosis rather than
plasma cells infiltrating the tumor. Further investigation
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on the peritumoral plasma cells showed that there is
presence of correlation between peritumoral plasma
cells and the depth of invasion (T criterion of TNM),
ρ=-0.432, 90% CI [-0.593, -0.238]. There is a decrease
in the peritumoral plasma cell count as the depth of
invasion increases (Figure 3B).
The rest of the cellular population within and around the
tumor infiltrate show a trend of decreasing counts as the
prognosis and stage worsens; however, there is not enough
evidence to show the presence of correlation.

DISCUSSION
It is interesting to note that the inflammatory response
is starkly more prominent at the periphery of the tumor
than within the tumor parenchyma. Inflammation is a
response to proteins or markers that lead to the activation
of the inflammatory cascade. As to why the response
is much more prominent at the periphery is not fully
understood. This study only corroborates that observation.
It is understood by previous studies that the degree of
lymphocytic infiltration can have positive or negative
correlation with the prognosis of certain tumors. The
direction of the correlation however has been uncertain.

A

B

C

D

Figure 1. Median tumor-infiltrating leukocyte counts (per hpf) of different 5-year survival rates of the different pathologic stages:
(A) total lymphocyte, (B) CD8+ T-cell, (C) neutrophil, and (D) macrophage.
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Figure 2. Median peritumoral leukocyte counts (per hpf) of different 5-year survival rates of the different pathologic stages:
(A) total lymphocyte, (B) CD8+ T-cell, (C) neutrophil, and (D) macrophage.

A

B

Figure 3. Median peritumoral plasma cell counts (per hpf) of different: (A) 5-year survival rates of the different pathologic stages,
(B) depth of invasion (T criterion of TNM).
It is noted that cancer cells can recruit lymphocytes
from the peripheral circulation into the cancer stroma
to help promote its growth. It is in this context that
increased densities of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes
can prove disadvantageous to the host.11 However there
is an alternative view proposed and well-supported that

teaches that the lymphocytes are actually sent by the
immune system to target and dispatch of the aberrant
tumor cells.11 This study supports the latter in that the
correlative evidence points towards the view that cancers
with lower stages and better prognoses have higher
amounts of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes.
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Lymphocytic populations despite their monotonous
histologies are actually diverse. Subpopulations of the
lymphocytes are categorized based on some antigens
they display. In this study interest is focused on two
subpopulations of T lymphocytes: CD4+ and the CD8+
T-cells. CD8+ T-cells are known for their function to
destroy cells harboring pathogenic particles within the
cytosol. It is because of this function that they are called
cytotoxic T-cells. The evidence in this study points to
a positive correlation of the infiltrating CD8+ T-cells
with the increasing survival rates or good prognosis of
colorectal cancer patients. CD4+ T-cell populations,
on the other hand, have proven to be inconclusive and
their association with the tumor is nebulous. This may
be attributed to the fact that even this subpopulation can
still be categorized into regulatory T-cells (Treg cells)
and helper T-cells (Th cells). These two appear to have
opposite effects on tumor progression. Treg cells are
involved in blunting the activities of the CD8+ T-cells
and are primarily involved in promoting peripheral
immunotolerance – a mechanism which may be hijacked
by the tumor. Th cells on the other hand secrete cytokines
that promote the activation of CD8+ T-cells and would
most likely help in limiting tumor growth. Differentiating
the two populations would require more than labeling
of the CD4 antigen.
TAMs likewise have been associated with both tumor
growth and anti-tumor activities. This study shows
however that TAMs around the tumor border and
within the tumor are positively correlated with better
prognosis. The disparity seen together with other studies
may be attributable to macrophages having at least 2
subpopulations depending on the cytokine profile. M1
macrophages are known for their antitumor properties
and with their capacity to help present tumor proteins
to Th cells and also help in killing tumors by antibodydependent cellular cytotoxicity. M2 macrophages on
the other hand may be pro-angiogenic and promote
tumor progression.
Formation of extrafollicular lymphoid structures can
occur in areas surrounding tumor. These often produce
a type of plasma cells that are short-lived and that do not
acquire the ability to migrate to distant sites. These shortlived plasma cells can produce antibodies of presumably
lower affinity and thus still help in antibody-dependent
cell mediated cytotoxicity. This study supports the view
that plasma cells provide antitumor effects as postulated.
The evidence shows a positive correlation between
peritumoral plasma cells and increasing 5-year survival
rates. Also, it is noted that there is a negative correlation
between peritumoral plasma cell counts and the depth
of tumor invasion – as peritumoral plasma cell counts
decreases, the depth of tumor invasion increases.
Neutrophils are the predominant granulocytic population
in the body. They play a vital role in the early response
and defense against invading microorganisms. Like
the macrophages, the neutrophils can have different
phenotypes that polarize their response to tumors.12 This
is the likely reason why there are divergent findings on
the tumorigenic versus antitumor effects of neutrophils.
Suffice it to say that at least two publications support
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the antitumorigenic effects of neutrophils by blunting
the metastatic colonization of renal cell carcinoma on
the lung13 and by promoting cell death of disseminated
breast cancer cells in the premetastatic lung.14
For other cellular constituents of the inflammatory
infiltrate, the trends hinted of a decreasing numerical
trend as prognosis worsens but do not have statistical
significance.

CONCLUSION
The study demonstrates what has long been held in
suspicion to be true: that there is a significant role played
by the immune system in tumor progression. The intent
of the study is to see if there is a correlation between
the quantity and density of inflammatory cells with the
colorectal cancer prognosis. True enough, some degree of
understanding is elucidated in this study. There are mostly
inconclusive trends, showing decreasing TAL cell counts
as the prognosis worsens, seen with most inflammatory
cells. However, four particular cell populations show a
presence of positive correlation with prognosis: tumorinfiltrating and peritumoral CD8+ T-cells, neutrophils, and
macrophages; and, peritumoral plasma cells. The tumorinfiltrating and peritumoral CD8+ T-cells are correlated
with better prognosis. Similarly, the tumor-infiltrating
and peritumoral neutrophils, and macrophages; and,
peritumoral plasma cells are correlated with a better
prognosis. The greater the quantity of these cells
within the tumor, and at the peritumoral border of the
deepest point of invasion, the better the prognosis of the
colorectal carcinoma patient.
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